Virtual Public Workshop

Public workshops are designed to enhance the training experience through interactive activities focused on sharing best practices and peer learning. Our new virtual modality allows anywhere access to our flagship program, Situational Leadership®: Building Leaders, and reduces the cost of attending The Center for Leadership Studies' courses. We invite you to join us via MyCLS and become a Situational Leader!

SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP®:
Building Leaders
VIRTUAL

Situational Leadership®: Building Leaders Virtual introduces participants to the Situational Leadership® Model and equips leaders with the necessary tools to skillfully navigate the demands of an increasingly diverse workforce and evolving global marketplace.

Learn More

June 15-16, 2020

Register Now

To view all virtual public workshop dates on the schedule, click here.

Interested in learning more? info@situational.com | 919.335.8763 | situational.com
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Engaged Learners. Effective Leaders.

Public workshop participants attending Situational Leadership®: Building Leaders Virtual will receive access to the following resources through MyCLS:

**LEARNER RESOURCES**

**LEAD SELF AND OTHER ASSESSMENT**
Receive feedback from a self assessment and the perception of others on aspects of your leader behavior and overall leadership effectiveness.

**SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP® MODEL**
Refer to the Situational Leadership® Model post-training as a reference guide for future attempts to effectively influence behavior.

**COURSE MATERIALS**
Utilize comprehensive digital or print handouts that correspond with each virtual session to gather key learning points and reinforce understanding.

**CASE STUDIES**
Watch a three-part case study to strengthen the understanding of key concepts and visualize effective leadership in action.

**MICROLEARNING**
Reinforce learning points by taking leaders through a deep dive into the Situational Leadership® Model with these self-paced microlearning sessions.

**DIGITAL POCKET REFERENCE GUIDE**
Prepare for leadership conversations by highlighting Performance Readiness® indicators and providing tips for applying the appropriate leadership style.

**GAMIFICATION**
Challenge yourself through fun and interactive games and learning simulations designed to test your mastery of the application of Situational Leadership®.

**THOUGHT LEADERSHIP LIBRARY**
Access blogs, articles, whitepapers and infographics from a central location to further develop leadership- and influence-related skill sets.
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